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IT is difficult for us old grads to conceive of 
the Wendover drum without Damon Pythias 
Green. The Wendover drum still reposes in 
the sanctum reserved for it under the stadium; 
but Damon Pythias Green, after years of 
staying put, has removed himself far, far from 
the peaceful scholastic atmosphere that graces 
Barwood, Alabama. For years the Wendover 
drum—the biggest drum of any college in the 
South, although State Normal grads may 
vainly dispute the claim—was never seen 

except in the company of Damon Pythias 
Green. Now, alas, that association has been 
broken up, a happening as unthinkable, as 
unnatural, as the reparation of ham and eggs, 
or of Scotch and soda. 
 As the person responsible for the 
association in the first place, and as the only 
Wendover grad who, until now, has known 
what happened to Damon Pythias Green, it 
seems to devolve upon me to reveal the 
amazing facts in the case. 
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 Modestly, I admit to a certain innate 
talent and no small amount of skill with the 
drumsticks, either musical or culinary. After 
all, why shouldn’t I admit it, since it’s a 
hereditary trait, for wasn’t a first cousin of my 
father the drummingest drummer-boy and the 
chicken-eatingest youngster for his size in the 
whole Confederate army? He was. Therefore 
it is not at all surprising that my abilities along 
those lines should have been recognized, and 
that, as early as my freshman year at 
Wendover, I had already attained the honor of 
being bass-drummer in the Wendover band. It 
was then that I met Damon Pythias Green. 
 Wandering alone one night on the 
deserted football field, the better to dream 
dreams of the young lady who was currently 
wearing my frat pin, I heard the roll of the 
drum issuing from the darkened depths under 
the stadium. Even in my somewhat bemused 
state, my musician’s soul told me that the 
drumsticks were in the hands of a master. 
Such rhythm, such volume and such tone are 
not attained by one drummer in ten million. 
 Hastily, and more than a little 
reverently, as that masterly thrumming thrilled 
me to that very cockle of my heart reserved 
for love of drumming, I rushed to the room 
where the instruments were kept. As I entered, 
I could see the ghostly outlines of the drum in 
the stray wisps of moonlight that wafted in the 
window, but of the drummer nothing was 
visible—the drum seemed to be beating itself. 
 I must admit that my first thought was 
to leave the room, the stadium and, for that 
matter, the campus, as quickly as possible; but 
then I hesitated. After all, was not my father’s 
second cousin the hero of Shiloh? He was. 
Therefore I stayed where I was for a moment 
to gather courage, and then moved in closer. 
The drummer became visible, or at least as 
visible as a small inky-black colored boy ever 
is of a darkish night. That was my first sight of 
Damon Pythias Green. 
 

 WITH his small body hunched over in 
concentration, and only the whites of his eyes 
showing in his ecstasy, he was pounding that 
drum as it had never been pounded before, 
even by me. So intent was he that, even when 
I spoke to him, he didn’t look up; and it was 
not until he had finished—and superbly, too—
a long and difficult roll that he noticed my 
presence. Then, with a yell, he started for the 
door as fast as his short legs could carry him. 
It was all I could do to catch him, grab him by 
the scruff of the neck and hang on. 
 “Where did you learn to drum?” I 
asked, when for a moment he had stopped 
squirming. 
 “On dishpans in Mammy’s kitchen, 
suh.” 
 He looked up at me with his eyes 
rolling in fright, and then he flashed a grin of 
recognition. 
 “Scuse me, suh, haint yo’ de bass 
drummer in de band?” 
 I nodded, and an eager look crossed 
his face. 
 “Nen mebbe yo’ c’d fix it sp’s I could 
play on ’at drum nights sometimes, when 
nobody else wants to. Ah’d do anythin’ fo’ 
you, suh, ef’n yo’ could.” 
 That’s how the association between 
Damon Pythias Green and the Wendover 
drum began; for in deference to a fellow-artist, 
I could do nothing less than to have him 
appointed custodian of the band instruments, 
and puller of the cart on which the bass drum 
rested during the band’s parades. 
 
IT proved an excellent arrangement; for 
Damon Pythias got to play on his beloved 
drum, and I got a most industrious valet. 
Damon Pythias, in addition, became quite a 
campus celebrity, with the aid of Professor 
Cyneas F. Pinfeather, Ph.D., head of the 
psychology department at Wendover. As it 
happened, Professor Pinfeather had just 
returned from spending his sabbatical year 
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abroad, at the exact time when the first of the 
faint Freudian stirrings that were to make 
America complex-conscious began; and 
Damon Pythias smilingly and willingly agreed 
to serve as Exhibit A in the Professor’s 
psychology courses. For hours, he would doze 
in a chair next to the Professor’s desk. 
 “This young person,” the eminent 
Doctor was wont to intone, “is the perfect 
example of the inferiority complex, and one of 
its by-products, the size fixation. Although he 
is approximately eighteen years of age, you 
will note that he is much smaller than is usual 
for that age, and—” 
 I shall not attempt to quote the 
Professor literally, largely because I could not 
if I would, in view of a fortunate facility of 
mine of being able to sleep without exterior 
signs that anyone as wrapped up in his subject 
as the Professor was, could distinguish. 
However, through sheer repetition, it did 
eventually soak in upon me that Damon 
Pythias, according to Messrs. Pinfeather and 
Freud, in the order named, was doomed to 
worship objects of large size: hence his love 
of the bass drum. Moreover, according to the 
Professor, he would, at the proper time, marry 
a woman much bigger than himself and be 
henpecked ever after. 
 “Or perhaps,” the Professor would 
conclude, and I remember his exact words, as 
they marked the welcome end of the hour and 
always awoke me, “there will be a rebellion, 
aid the subject will endeavor to prove his 
superiority. When this occurs, a complete and 
basic metamorphosis will, in all likelihood, 
take place.” 
 And Dr. Pinfeather, Ph.D., thereupon 
achieved a certain fame, even among his 
students, when Damon Pythias—possibly 
under the influence of the power of 
suggestion—did exactly as the Professor had 
predicted. From among the not unlimited 
choice of large black girls in Barwood, he 

selected the largest and the blackest, in the 
ample person of Rendezvous Applegate, and 
duly led her to the altar, or vice versa. 
 “Perfessor sho’ hit de nail on de haid 
about me’n’ Rendezvous,” Damon Pythias 
explained to me. 
 “But why did you marry her?” 
 Damon grinned his ample white-
toothed grin. 
 “Ah dunno! But what he mean about 
dis rebellion?” he continued. “Thought ’at was 
ovah long ago, when we-uns got us freed.” 
 I tried to explain to Damon Pythias 
that, between persons, a rebellion meant 
something quite different, and that what he 
referred to hadn’t been a rebellion anyway, 
but a war between the States. I’m afraid, 
however, that I made rather heavy weather of 
it, though Damon Pythias was a bright enough 
lad. To him, the long words of Professor 
Pinfeather were quite sufficiently impressive 
to be taken as a form of “conjuh,” and there 
wasn’t a colored boy in all of Barwood who 
didn’t know the uselessness of fighting that. 
 
THAT the Professor was right, too, in his 
prediction that Damon Pythias would be 
henpecked was soon apparent. Rendezvous 
had a mind of her own, with a tongue to 
match, and a temperament and physique 
ideally adapted to the congenial task of 
henpecking a scrawny, undersized negro. 
Although it is doubtful if she ever heard of the 
Professor’s prophecy, she fulfilled it to the 
letter, none the less. For a long time Damon 
Pythias said nothing about it, but I could tell 
from his touch on the drums, times back of the 
stadium when he thought no one was within 
earshot, that his heart was sad and crying out 
for independence. 
 In due course, and without honors, I 
was graduated; but Damon Pythias stuck to 
me like a burr, pressing my clothes and 
shining my shoes and trying vainly to get me 
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to keep up with my drumming. But I was too 
busy with my current frat-pin wearer and my 
new duties as reporter for the Barwood 
Banner to pursue my art; and I never have 
taken it up again. Not, you will understand, 
but that, given the drumsticks even today, I 
couldn’t turn in a masterly performance; but 
you know how such things are. They drift. 
 Damon Pythias, on the contrary, went 
on taking care of his drums, his drumming and 
his Rendezvous, uncomplaining, and 
sometimes even cheerful under the spell of his 
own drumming. It was not until some years 
later, as I was about to depart for the 
metropolitan field, that I ever heard him 
protest. Just a few days before I left, he 
appeared at my establishment wearing what, 
in anyone some shades lighter, would have 
been a very black eye. He rubbed it with 
tender fingers. 
 “’At rebellion Perfessor allus talks 
about, hit aint fur away now, suh,” he told me. 
But I only laughed at him, for to me, 
Rendezvous and Damon Pythias seemed as 
firmly united as were Damon Pythias and the 
Wendover drum. 
 
AS it happened, I was wrong on both counts, 
but it took years to bring it about. On my less 
and less frequent visits to Barwood, Damon 
Pythias would mutter ever more and ever 
darker threats, but it was only recently that I 
returned to Barwood to find him gone at last. 
 Rendezvous told me all about it when 
she came to inquire if I knew anything of his 
whereabouts. 
 “’At Damon Pythias, he were a deep 
one,” she informed me. “F’r ten yeahs he de 
best husband a ’ooman evah had; and nen, 
what he do? Nigh to muhdeh me, ’at what he 
do. One night I tol’ him not to make so much 
noise wiv a ol’ drum f’m de band he had 
round de house. He di’n’ say nuthin’; jes haul 
off and sock me alongside de haid wiv a 
drumstick, he do. When I come to, he gone, 

dat wuthless Damon Pythias. Haint seen hide 
n’r haih o’ him sence. Think he come back?” 
 I consoled the gigantic Rendezvous as 
best I could, and then proceeded to forget all 
about Damon Pythias and his problems, for I 
received a telegram that sent me scurrying 
back to New York. My big chance had come. 
The paper wanted to send me to Ethiopia as 
war correspondent; would I go? Would I? 
Wasn’t my father’s third cousin one of the 
best war correspondents the Birmingham 
Herald ever had? He was. So I went. 
 Adventures awaited me in plenty, but 
if you are interested in them, you will find a 
masterly account in the Daily Bugle or any of 
the papers subscribing to its syndicated 
foreign service. The fact remains that I alone, 
of all the foreign correspondents, penetrated 
into the far and mountainous north of 
Ethiopia—into the territory of the Hyena men. 
It was in the company of a Hyena chieftain 
and his followers that I penetrated into the 
unknown Geez country, climbing high 
mountains, skirting dizzy gorges and generally 
disporting myself as described in Articles IV 
and V of my series and Chapter 18 of my 
forthcoming book. What will not be in the 
book, however, is my astonishing renewal of 
acquaintance with an old friend. 
 
MY safari had arduously penetrated far 
beyond the spots that are marked on the map, 
when one evening as I was huddled over a 
campfire, the rolling of a drum came to my 
ears. I leaped to my feet in utter astonishment, 
for there was something about that beat that 
was unmistakable. There was, there could be, 
only one person in the world who had that 
peculiar, insistent, insidious rhythm at his 
finger-tips; and that person was Damon 
Pythias Green. In another moment I was 
certain, for the distant drummer launched into 
the bass-drum arrangement of “Old Wendover 
to Thee,” something I could never forget. 
 But if the rolling of the drums across 
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miles of high plateau had a startling effect 
upon me, it had a positively electrical effect 
on the natives who accompanied me. With one 
accord they prostrated themselves rapidly five 
times, to the accompaniment of a wailing 
chant. Then, although they were tired from the 
day’s march, they leaped to their feet and 
began shouldering their burdens. Under the 
spell of the roaring of that distant drum, which 
was now doing “Thy Storied Ivied Walls,” 
they worked faster than I had ever seen them 
work, in a sort of feverish trance. 
 I sought out the chief to protest, but he 
merely shook his head and pointed in the 
direction whence that magnetic booming 
came. By this time I had acquired a fairish 

familiarity with the language, and after several 
repetitions I caught the chief’s meaning. 
 “We must go on, now, tonight,” the 
chief said, “for that is the voice of the great 
Ngbani calling us—calling, calling, calling!” 
 “Nonsense! The men are tired, and so 
am I. We’ll stay right here until morning.” 
 “No. The white chief is powerful, true; 
but when Ngbani calls, we come.” 
 “And who is Ngbani?” 
 “Something more than man, 
something— Listen, he calls us to assemble! 
Perchance the Italians are coming. 
Perchance—but no matter: Ngbani calls, and 
we obey.”

 
 

 
WHAT Ngbani was actually calling at that 
moment was “Beat Southwestern Wesleyan 

Tech,” but my protests went for naught. There 
and then, tired as we were, the safari set out, 
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drawn irresistibly toward the vortex of that 
whirlpool of sound that filled the air with a 
throbbing beat. Dancingly the Hyena men 
carried their heavy burdens uphill and down at 
a swift trot, to the beat of “Plunge Those Forty 
yards,” and it was quite all that I could do, 
even though unburdened and buoyed up by 
that immortal Wendover song as I was, to 
keep up with them. 
 All through the night our ears pulsed to 
the siren call of that beat, now steady, now 
quavering, but always insidious, and never 
more so than when it took up “The Sweetheart 
o’ Tau Epsilon Nu.” Louder and ever louder it 
grew as we approached it, until at last, ’mid a 
burst of “The Orange, Blus and Heliotrope,” 
we debouched from a sparse forest and into a 
huge clearing. Other groups were already 
there, and still others were approaching from 
all directions; each native, from the mightiest 
chiefs down, prostrating himself in a sort of 
frenzied reverence as soon as he reached the 
clearing. 
 In the center stood the biggest drum 
I’ve ever seen; and beating it with the sure, 
deft hand of a master, was a small wizened 
negro in whom—despite his outlandish 
costume of lion’s mane and leopard’s skin and 
necklaces of vicious-looking teeth from 
palpably defunct animals—I recognized 
Damon Pythias Green. He was as intent as 
ever over his drumming, but he no longer 
hunched while playing. His head was high and 
his chest thrust out, and he was drinking in the 
adulation offered him from all sides. I 
approached him. 
 “Hello, Damon Pythias,” I shouted into 
his ear above the roar of “Wendover’s 
Victory.” 
 He dropped the drumsticks as though 
he had been shot, find whirled around with 
tears of welcome in his eyes. 
 “How come? But nevah mind, suh. 
The mainest an’ impohtantest thing is, yo’ is 
heah an’ c’n see what’s happened to lil’ ol’ 

Damon Pythias Green. See all those niggahs? 
They thinks Ah’m a gawd—an’ me a lil’ runt 
f’m Barwood, Alabam’!” 
 “But how did this happen?” 
 “Well suh, ’at rebellion ’at Perfessor 
done talked so much about, hit came on me 
suddent-like, an’ Ah let ’at big Rendezvous 
have it right behin’ de eah, an’ den—” 
 “Yes, I know all about that; but how 
did you get here?” 
 “J’ined a cull’d band goin’ on a round-
de-wuhld cruise, an’ lef’ ’em when they, tol’ 
me we was headin’ back to’ds Barwood. 
Happened to be in poht at Jibuti, an’ Ah lef 
theah and wandehed up heah about six months 
ago. An’ didn’t I find me a drum! Dey claims 
nobody c’n beat it but de great Ngbani, so Ah 
is it. Looky!” 
 He turned to the drum and drew from 
it a few sobbing sounds that I recognized as 
“Cutting English III.” And from a thousand 
throats the worshiping cry of “Ngbani!” rose. 
 “It seems that the metamorphosis 
predicted by Professor Pinfeather is a fait 
accompli,” I told him. 
 “Huh?” 
 “You’ve changed.” 
 “Yas suh, f’m de bottom up, f’m de 
inside out, f’m de outside in. Ah’m big stuff 
now; nobody c’n tell me what to do; Ah’m a 
gawd, an’—” 
 
A SHRILL and angry scream caused him to 
leave the sentence suspended in midair. 
 From an adjacent hut there emerged 
the largest negress I’ve ever seen, six feet and 
a half tall if she was an inch, and of the 
general breadth of a barn door. 
 “’At’s mah new wife,” Damon Pythias 
explained. 
 In the voice of a petulant foghorn—an 
unusually loud foghorn—the giantess shouted 
something at Damon Pythias, and he replied. 
 As I have said, my knowledge of the 
Amharic tongue is only rudimentary, but it 
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sufficed for this interchange, which might be 
translated as follows: 
 “Hey, yo’ wuthless scoundrel, what 
yo’ been doin’ out theah all night wiv ’at 
trash? Yo’ c’m right in heah this minute, or 

Ah’ll knock yo’ eahs down.” 
 The great Ngbani looked at me for a 
moment. 
 “Yas’m, honey, Ah’s comin’,” he said. 

 


